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Course Content
Using WordPress as a CMS

– Switching off the blog and comments functionality
– Hiding pages from navigation
– Security application 3 step guide (akismet, SSL and htaccess)
– RSS Feeds – stream external news and content on your site
– Auto Translate – have your site written in any language for free

Customising and Building Themes and Templates
– Converting HTML into WordPress format
– Theme frameworks
– Creating custom themes

Adding Custom Fields and Panels
– Setting up panels
– Adding custom fields

– Displaying the fields

Installing useful Plug-Ins
– What are Plug-ins?
– Changing user roles
– Displaying post lists

– Using forms
– Image galleries and slideshows
– Backup and restore – copy and repeat your site setup

WordPress and SEO
– Refining the standard settings in WordPress for SEO
– Permalinks and Sitemaps in more depth

– The best SEO plug-ins
– Setting up Google Analytics
– Google’s free tools: Analytics, AdWords, Webmaster Tools, 
Trends

– Keywords explained
– Autoresponders
– Integration with mail broadcasters



Course Content
WordPress and Social Media
– Integrating Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn into 
WordPress
– Custom profile filters for user registration

– The art of moderating users
– Walled gardens and private networks
– Integration with Flickr and other photo sites

WordPress and Payment Gateways
– E-commerce techniques
– E-commerce plug-in’s

– Setting up and configuring Woo-commerce
– Configuring payment gateways
– Taking automatic payments and digital delivery

Membership Functionality
– Not just for membership content
– Recommended Plug-in’s
– Managing payments and membership levels

– Content for members
– Forum optionsmbers
- Forum options

Turning Your Skills Into A Business
– Creating vertical templates and repeating
– Scaling websites

– Copy current websites into your templates and resell
– Charge ongoing support
– Improving SEO – charging for YT, FB, Google+, and Google 
Business

– Membership templates
– Run / Sell Events, Tickets, Courses or Holidays with Events 
Manager Plugin



Managing Comments 



Managing Comments
If comments are enabled(which they are by default) your visitors can share their thoughts on your content under your post. 
These are called comments. Comments are great for your website because they show you which of your content is becoming 
popular and what is your visitors opinion on what you write.

You can modify visitors ability to comment ensuring they create an ‘account’ before they can leave comments.  This is great for 
list building but ensure you have terms and conditions they agree to first - this way you can build in your intention to contact 
them with offers of interest.

1. Click on Settings and Discussions



Managing Comments
On this page, there are several important settings that you should change depending on your needs:

● Allow people to post comments on new articles - this setting handles whether the comments under your new posts are enabled or 
disabled by default. Note that enabling or disabling comments under a particular post or page will overwrite this setting.

● An administrator must always approve the comment - if you want to moderate each comment that enters your site before it goes 
live, enable this option. If you do so, you'll have to activate new comments form the Comments page.

● Show Avatars - by default, WordPress will link the commenter's email address to his/hers avatar in Gravatar if such is present. With 
this option, you can either hide or show avatars next to your comments.



Hide Pages



Hiding Pages
Hiding pages from navigation is normally required either when the page is still in progress, or you want to only include certain pages for 

membership levels

● The most common way is to delete from a menu – click on Appearance / Menus.

● Select the menu you want to remove the page from – simply click on on the page drop down and click Remove – this does not 
delete the page so don’t worry .

● Click Save Menu.



Security



Secure your Site
There are 3 main ways to secure your wordpress website and you should really consider 
implementing all 3

Akismet

You can create a basic account for an amount of your choosing, or select some of the more 
advanced options if you manage many websites.

Built into the Administrator area, setting up Akismet for your WordPress site is one of the first things you should do. Spam is 
a global problem and often WordPress comments are the place when bots try to enter bogus content full of links to their 
sites. Akismet is an external service for battling spam. It has a database of known emails, IP addresses and username used 
for sending spam. When a visitor of your website submits a comment, it's being checked by Akismet and put in a special 
Spam folder if it matches any criteria. The first thing you should do is to go to the Akismet website and hit the Say Goodbye 
to Comments Spam button.



Secure your Site
SSL (Secure Socket Layer)

This does not have to be a technical exercise - your hosting provider will be able to provide an SSL 
certificate and assign it automatically to your site.

Some premium hosting options can come with a free certificate so shop around.

SSL certificates cost between £30 and £200 per year depending on the type of transactions you expect 
to make.

Tip: Smart Hosting offer a free SSL certificate on your site – log on to the cPanel and select 
LetsEncrypt – issue a new certificate for each domain

SSL has been the highest layer of security on the internet for decades and is now a must have for every website as 
Google will flag your site as being unsafe!

It is the standard security technology for establishing an encrypted link between a web server and a browser. This link 
ensures that all data passed between the web server and browsers remain private and integral.

All the banking websites use SSL as well as any reputable e-commerce websites.

If you are buying anything from a website ensure you see the ‘padlock’ logo and that the site is ‘https://’



Secure your Site

.htaccess

The .htaccess file in your WordPress install is a powerful configuration file that you can use to override the settings on your 

web server to improve your site’s security and performance.

Short for “Hypertext Access,” you can edit the file and with the right commands, you can enable/disable extra functionality and 

features to protect your site from spammers, hackers and other threats.

Some of these features include basic redirects, locking outside access to particular files, or more advanced functions such as 

content password protection or preventing image hotlinking.

Backup your site before making any changes - if you’re unsure, ask an outsourcer to make changes for you

.htaccess is a hidden file (hence the full stop before the file name) so you will have to logon to your hosting and locate the file in 

your root directory to make changes

I suggest you google securing your site with .htaccess to view the type of changes you can make such as restricting access to 

admin, protecting files and folders etc.



RSS Feeds



RSS Feeds

What is RSS
RSS stands for Really Simple Syndication or Rich Site Summary however it is often referred to as the feed or news feed.

What are Benefits of RSS

RSS makes it easier for other people to subscribe to your content. Using an RSS feed, they can receive updates from your 
blog or website directly in their web browsers (except Google Chrome), feed readers, desktop applications, and many other 
devices and services. Subscribers don’t have to remember your website URL because they can bring the content into a central 
location where they like to read all of their websites at once. Your content becomes portable and your subscribers can even 
take it with them for offline reading.

How to Promote your RSS Feed

As a WordPress user your website already publishes an RSS feed. You can encourage visitors to subscribe to your RSS feed 
by adding an RSS icon to your sidebar or another prominent location



Translation



Translating your site
If you are aiming at a multinational audience, you might find a plugin called Google 
Translate.
If you have ever visited an international site in Chrome, you are prompted if you want to translate the site 
into your own language.  However this is a Chrome feature so to ensure your visitors always have that 
choice regardless of browser, install the Google Translate plugin.

Click on Plugins and Add New, search for Google Translate, install and Activate.

To edit your plugin, click on Appearance and Widgets.
Locate the Google Translate plugin and drag and drop it into the area you want it to appear



Translating your site
You don’t actually modify the plugin anywhere in your website - this is done within 
Google.  Once you’ve installed the plugin….

1. Visit the Website Translator setup page. https://translate.google.com/manager/website/

2. Click Add to your website now.

3. Follow the instructions on the page.

Pick a language for your site
To send visitors to a translated version of your site, add "#googtrans" and one or more language codes in parentheses to the end of your web 

address.

For example, to show your site in English and French, you’d add " #googtrans(en|fr)".

Note: The plug-in works with many languages, but not all.



Translating your site

Find the language code for your language

1. Visit the Google Translate Languages page. http://translate.google.com/about/intl/en_ALL/languages/

2. In the search field, enter the language you want to use.

3. Copy the letters at the end of the web address, after "languages/".

If the language is supported by the plug-in, you’ll see a list of ways it can be translated, including "Offline".

The language code is shown at the end of the web address.



Customising



Customise your style sheet
TIP:  KNOWING THIS IS GOOD – WE ALWAYS FIND AN OUTSOURCER TO ACTUALLY MAKE THE CHANGES

A theme or a plugin can be just the start of your site design.  The beauty of Wordpress is that Themes and plugins are written in HTML 
and .php which means anyone with those skills can take your themes and plugins and go further with the way YOU want them to work 
and display.

Before you start make sure you take a backup!  Also before you start making changes to themes beyond changing the style sheets, 
please refer to the Child Themes section of this guide

You can edit any part of the functions and styles by clicking on Appearance and Editor

Note:  If you have installed SiteOrigin page editor, a recommended plugin is SiteOrigin CSS which keeps you nice and safely out of the 
main code library.



Customise your style sheet
Understanding CSS (cascading style sheets) does not take long if you sish to learn.

Simple changes you want to make to your site are easy to apply here and they simply override the theme styles.

Be sure to keep a copy of your changes as any updates you make may be overwritten when you update your theme (see Child Themes)

The best place to start is looking at your page in a web browser, click on the element you’d like to change, right click and select Inspect 
(example is using Chrome, all browsers have similar options).



Customise your style sheet
Now you can see what the style element is called in the style sheet without having to look hard for it.

If you make a chance to this element back in your site, the change will make every piece of text that uses that style to look the same -
hence the name cascading style sheets.

Now back in the style 
sheet on your site, you 
can search (CTRL +F) for 
the element (in this case 
entry-content h1 and make 
that change such as font, 
size and colour and save 
the style sheet



Create your own 
Theme



Creating your own theme
If you know a little HTML, CSS and PHP you can create your own themes (and who knows - if they look great you could 
make money from them too).

Note - this section is an overview - there are some good tutorials on the net which can teach you the 
comprehensive steps

Before you start make sure you know enough to create a responsive theme - responsive meaning mobile friendly.

The basis for most themes are splitting pages into 4 PHP files - this helps to maintain consistency.

So index.php (the home page) will be fairly sparse in code but will ‘call’ the 4 php pages into it to display



Creating your own theme - header.php
In this file you should add the following code:

<html>

<head>

<title>Tutorial theme</title>

<link rel="stylesheet" href="<?php bloginfo('stylesheet_url'); ?>">

</head>

<body>

<div id="wrapper">

<div id="header">

<h1>HEADER</h1>

</div>

Basically, this is simple HTML code with a single line containing a php code and a standard WordPress function. In this file you can specify your 

meta tags such as the title of your website, meta description and the keywords for your page.

Right after the title the line we add <link rel="stylesheet" href="<?php bloginfo('stylesheet_url'); ?>">

tells WordPress to load the style.css file. It will handle the styling of your website.

The <?php bloginfo('stylesheet_url'); ?> part of the line is a WordPress function that actually loads the stylesheet file.

Next, we have added the beginning of a "div" with class wrapper which will be the main container of the website. We have set class for it so we 

can modify it via the style.css file.

After that we have added a simple label HEADER wrapped in a "div" with class "header" which will be later specified in the stylesheet file.



Creating your own theme - index.php
<?php get_header(); ?>

<div id="main">

<div id="content">

<h1>Main Area</h1>

<?php if (have_posts()) : while (have_posts()) : the_post(); ?>

<h1><?php the_title(); ?></h1>

<h4>Posted on <?php the_time('F jS, Y') ?></h4>

<p><?php the_content(__('(more...)')); ?></p>

<hr> <?php endwhile; else: ?>

<p><?php _e('Sorry, no posts matched your criteria.'); ?></p><?php endif; ?>

</div>

<?php get_sidebar(); ?>

</div>

<div id="delimiter">

</div>

<?php get_footer(); ?>

The code in this file begins with <?php get_header(); ?> which will include the header.php file and the code in it in the main page. It uses an internal 

WordPress function to do this. We will explain this in details later in this tutorial. Then we have placed a Main Area text to indicate which section of 

your theme is displayed in this area.

The next few lines consist of a PHP code and standard WordPress functions. This code checks whether you have posts in your blog created through 

the WordPress administrative area and displays them. Next, we include the sidebar.php file with this line <?php get_sidebar(); ?> In this file you can 

display your post categories, archives etc.After this line, we insert an empty "div" that will separate the Main Area and the Sidebar from the 

footer.Finally, we add one last line <?php get_footer(); ?> which will include the footer.php file in your page.



Creating your own theme - sidebar.php
In the sidebar.php we will add the following code:

<div id="sidebar">

<h2 ><?php _e('Categories'); ?></h2>

<ul >

<?php wp_list_cats('sort_column=name&optioncount=1&hierarchical=0'); ?>

</ul>

<h2 ><?php _e('Archives'); ?></h2>

<ul >

<?php wp_get_archives('type=monthly'); ?>

</ul>

</div>

In this file we use internal WordPress functions to display the Categories and Archives of posts. The WordPress function returns them as list items, 

therefore we have wrapped the actual functions in unsorted lists (the <ul> tags).



Creating your own theme - footer.php
You should add these lines to the footer.php file:

<div id="footer">

<h1>FOOTER</h1>

</div>

</div>

</body>

</html>

With this code we add a simple FOOTER lable. Instead of this code you can add links, additional text, the copyright information for your theme and 

additional objects.



Creating your own theme - styles.css

Add the following lines to the style.css file:

body { text-align: center; }

#wrapper { display: block; border: 1px #a2a2a2 solid; width:90%; margin:0px auto; }

#header { border: 2px #a2a2a2 solid; }

#content { width: 75%; border: 2px #a2a2a2 solid; float: left; }

#sidebar { width: 23%; border: 2px #a2a2a2 solid; float: right; }

#delimiter { clear: both; }

#footer { border: 2px #a2a2a2 solid; }

.title { font-size: 11pt; font-family: verdana; font-weight: bold; }

This simple css file sets the basic looks of your theme. Those lines set the background of your page and surround the main parts of your 

site with borders for convenience.



Creating your own theme - summary

At this point your website should look like this:

As we have previously mentioned, internal WordPress functions are often used in the code of the theme. You can take a look at the 

complete Function Reference at the official website of WordPress for more information about each function.

From now on you can modify the CSS file, add images, animations and other content to your theme in order to achieve the looks you want 

for your blog!



Child Themes



Parent / Child Themes
Themes in Wordpress are fantastic in that you can maintain pretty much everything in the Customise menu and the 
theme still applies updates without losing your changes.

However Wordpress is amazingly flexible and you can start with plugins and themes and make (or get your 
developers to make) changes until it is exactly how you want it to look, feel and perform.

But you need to be able to update themes without losing your tailored functions and styles to ensure you have the 
latest security and responsiveness - how do you do this?

We use a Child theme.  A child theme inherits the code and functions of your main theme and allows you to make 
your function and style changes as you normally would.

The difference is, when you then update your main theme, you will not lose all your hard work and customisation.

So how do you create one?  Well firstly ask your current theme provider if they already have a child theme to save 
you some time - there is still a bit of manual work to do but well worth the effort.

The example used in our course os the SiteOrigin Vantage theme and they have a starter child theme here:
https://siteorigin.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/vantage-child-starter.zip



Parent / Child Themes
Using the Vantage theme as an example, basic child theme structure looks as follows

style.css
style.css is the one file that is required in a child theme. The child style.css header information allows WordPress to identify which parent theme our 
child theme belongs to. For our Vantage child theme, the opening contents of our style.css will look as follows:
/*
Theme Name: Vantage Child
Author: SiteOrigin
Author URI: https://siteorigin.com
Theme URI: https://siteorigin.com/theme/vantage
Description: Vantage Child Theme
Version: 1.0.0
Template: vantage
Text Domain: vantage-child
*/

/* =Theme customization starts here
————————————————————– */
The most important line above is Template: vantage. That allows WordPress to identify which is the parent theme. For all SiteOrigin themes, the 
template name is the same regardless of whether the theme is the free or premium version.
If you’d like to add custom CSS to your child theme, you can do so below =Theme customization starts here, or, in a custom CSS plugin.



Parent / Child Themes

functions.php
functions.php is the heart of our child theme. Initially, we’ll use this file to import (enqueue) the parent theme stylesheet. This 
will ensure that all of the parent theme styles are correctly displayed in our child theme. Later, if we want to add custom 
functions, this will be the file we’ll do it in.

/**

 * Enqueue the parent theme stylesheet.

 */

function vantage_child_enqueue_parent_style() {

    wp_enqueue_style( ‘vantage-parent-style’, get_template_directory_uri() . 

‘/style.css’ );

}

add_action( ‘wp_enqueue_scripts’, ‘vantage_child_enqueue_parent_style’, 8 );



Parent / Child Themes
Installation
Once saved, your child theme folder “vantage-child” should be stored in the /wp-content/themes folder. One way of uploading your child theme 
is to ZIP the child theme folder and upload via Appearance > Themes > Add New: Upload Theme.

 Activating any child theme in WordPress has a few expected results. Appearance > Customize and Appearance > Menu settings will reset. This 
means that after activating your child theme you’ll most likely need to go to Appearance > Menus and re-save your menu location settings. You’ll 
also need to go to Appearance > Customize and redo any theme Customizer settings. Themes like Vantage have a lot of Customizer > Theme 
Design settings. If you think you might need a child theme later in your development process, it’s worth installing one right in the beginning to 
avoid having to setup your Customizer settings twice.

Usage
Custom CSS rules can be saved in your style.css file or in your custom CSS plugin if you’re using one. Both places are safe. Please, remember, 
don’t copy the entire contents of the parent style.css file into your style.css file. Only edited or new CSS rules should be added to the child 
style.css file. For a general overview on custom CSS, please, see our introduction to custom CSS tutorial.

Any theme files you might want to edit can be copied from the parent theme folder to your child theme folder. It isn’t necessary to remove the 

original from the parent theme folder, copy and paste is all that’s necessary. The copy process can be completed using an FTP program or 

Hosting File Manager like the one available in cPanel for example.



Parent / Child Themes
Advanced Customisations

Not all files can be successfully edited from within your child theme. If you need to change a parent theme PHP function, a slightly different 

procedure will have to be followed. Filter hooks will often need to be used from within the child theme functions.php. If you’re interested in 

advanced customisations of this nature, see the following ThemeShaper tutorials on using filters and actions in child themes:



Adding Fields



Adding Custom Fields
Custom fields can further personalise your posts.

This extra information is known as meta-data. Meta data for custom posts can be information like a mood status or what you 
are currently listening to as the WordPress Codex points out. In more recent times, custom fields have allowed users to make 
their blog more personable as well as completely custom by extending their posts even more than before. These fields can be 
extended to include more than just meta data as many users have figured out.

Note - it is now much easier using a plugin to do this such as Advanced Custom Fields, Pods and Types as you do 
not need to modify your theme code for your new fields to appear

To add custom fields to your posts, add a new post and scroll to the bottom to view where you can add custom 
fields.

If you do not see this section click on screen options and ensure Custom Fields is ticked.



Adding Custom Fields
Now you can start to add your fields.  For this example we’ll add a field which states the Author loves WordPress!

By default you are shown a ‘select’ drop down - for your new field just click on the blue ;Enter New’

Now add your new information - we’ll add Author Loves to the Name field, and The Author Loves WordPress! to the value
Then click Add Custom Field



Adding Custom Fields
You now need to look for a function called the Wordpress Loop in your php files.  

Locate where the author information is, then at the end of the loop add your new code - something like:

<div class="author-
blurb">

    <p>This post was written by : <?php echo get_post_meta($post-
>ID, 'author-link', true); ?> </p>

</div>

The loop can be found in different files. The index.php file in particular displays our posts as excerpts 

and when clicked will take you to our single.php file’s loop. The single.php file will usually display 

a post in it’s entirety.



Backups



Backups - essential
Whatever you do backing up - and the ability to restore - is absolutely essential

There are many great plugins out there for this task and your choice depends on what you want to be able to do and, sometimes, your 

budget.  Below are the 4 options we use often depending on the project

Simple and Free

Backupwordpress - simple automated backup and stores a file on your own server.

HOWEVER - restoring is not easy and involves FTP access and importing databases - but still free and easy to schedule backups.  

Backing up to a cloud service such as google drive is a one off fee of $24.

Scheduled and easy restore

Backup Buddy - can schedule and backup to their own cloud service - Stash (1 Gb free) but costs $150 per year for copy clone and 

backup restore functionality It does backup and restore the entire site including the wordpress files

Our Current Recommendation - Duplicator

It’s free and It’s so simple to create copies of your site.  This is great for creating your perfect WP template with plugins and all then 

restoring it onto a blank WP install.  This model is commonly used if you regularly build website for others and want a quick starting point.



Adding Social Media



Social Media
We cannot ignore the power of social media.

Depending on your business you may have to decide which platforms are the most relevant so you are not updating 
too many platforms at once as this contradicts the ability to me more time efficient.

There are 2 platforms which should be your priority then you can choose additional relevant platforms.  The 2 are:

● YouTube - for the same reason - it is owned by Google.  Most laptops have the ability to record presentations 
into an MP4 (the video format for YouTube) so at the very least you should look into this - then ensure each 
video has ‘tags’ which match your keywords.

● FaceBook - has at least 41% of the population regularly checking Facebook.  Have a page, update the content 
and try and reach organic (non-paid) visitors).

Other considerations

● Google My Business
● LinkedIn (relevant for our example as a WordPress instructor)
● Twitter - will need a more regular update and limited to 140 characters

Only think about instagram and snapchat etc if you are very pictorial and in particular aiming at a younger 
demographic



Social Media
Adding Social Media Links
Each theme will have its own way of displaying social media links - the best themes have this feature by default.

Generally in the Customise area you will find the area to add your social media links such as the address of your 
Facebook page.

Only when added will the icon appear on your website.

For the example in our Vantage theme, click on customise Widgets and I will put our social media links in the header.  
Click on Header and Add Widget, then select the Social Media widget.

Simply give the widget a title (Social Media in this case) and the link to your social pages (I’ve just put Facebook for 
now) and you will start to see the icons appearing.



Integrating Social



Integrating Facebook Feeds

Adding a Custom Facebook Feed in WordPress
First thing you need to do is install and activate the Custom Facebook Feed plugin.

Note: This free version of the plugin does not display images in shared links or status updates. For that you will need 
plugin’s PRO version.
Upon activation, you need to visit Facebook Feed » Settings page to configure the plugin settings.

First you need to provide your Facebook page or group ID. If your Facebook page URL is like this:
https://www.facebook.com/your_page_name

Then you can use your_page_name as your Facebook page ID. On the other hand, if you have a Facebook page URL that 
looks like this:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/your_page_name/123654123654123

Then you need to use 123654123654123 as your page ID.

If you want to add a group, then you will need to enter your group ID. 

Simply visit Find My Facebook ID website, and enter the URL of your group in the search box. 

The website will reveal your Facebook group’s numeric ID.
The next thing you need to enter is an access token. The plugin will work even if you don’t add your own access token, 
however it is recommended to generate it and add it here.

Simply visit Facebook developers website and click on the create new app button.



Integrating Facebook Feeds

Adding a Custom Facebook Feed in WordPress

This will bring up a popup where you need to enter a name for your app. Provide an email address and then select a category 
for your app. Click on the ‘Create App ID’ button to continue.

Facebook will create an app for you and will redirect you to the app’s dashboard. You need to click on Tools & Support link at 
the top.

This will bring you to a page with lots of resources on how to use Facebook apps. You just need to click on ‘Access token tool’.

Clicking on the link will take you to a page where you will be able to see your app’s access token or app token.

You can now copy and paste this access token to the custom Facebook feed plugin’s settings page.

Under the settings section on the page, you need to select whether you are showing a group or a page. You can also choose 
the number of posts to display, timezone, and language settings.

Don’t forget to click on the save changes button to store your plugin settings.

You can now create a new post or page or edit an existing one where you want to display your Facebook feed. In the post 
editor, you need to add this shortcode:
[custom-facebook-feed]

You can now save your page or post and preview it. It will fetch and display latest posts from your Facebook page or group in
your WordPress page.



Search Engine 
Optimisation (SEO)



SEO - Yoast
Without understand a little SEO your site will simply exist on lower pages of Google yet 
what is sometimes deemed a dark art can be quite simple to implement.

Whilst this is not an SEO course we have added a quick guide to getting started using the 
Yoast SEO plugin.

Essentially, SEO is split into 2 areas

On-site SEO - this is everything you can do on your website to attract the Google ‘spiders’ to rank your site 
according to keywords you have in your content, Vs search terms your visitors are likely to type into a search 
engine.

Off-site SEO - one third of Google’s main ranking criteria is backlinks (links from other sites to yours) but 
those backlinks have to come from a site related to your primary business - do not use backlink services as 
you are more likely to be punished by Google.

Off-site also includes things like, YouTube, Facebook etc. 



SEO - Yoast
A simple diagram of main ranking 
factors - you can see the ‘weight’ 
given to backlinks.  

Landing pages simply mean that 
the search term matches closely 
the content of the page your 
visitors would ‘land’ on if they 
clicked the Google link.

If you want to know more about 
SEO we suggest you visit Moz.com 
in the first instance as an up to 
date authority on all things SEO.



SEO - Yoast
The Yoast plugin uses a traffic light system to let you know what you need to apply on which pages etc - that way you 
can make changes and immediately see that your results are ‘search engine optimised’.

Here’s an example: Below one of the ‘reds’ is that I have not applied a meta description - this is easily rectified by 
clicking on Edit Snippet and changing the information in the box to reference my keywords - in this case the phrase 
wordpress course

For a great guide visit: https://yoast.com/wordpress-seo/



SEO - Yoast
Even as you type the plugin monitors how close you are to optimisation so just keep adding the right length and 
density of your keyword(s) until the line is green.  The simply click Close Snippet Editor and move on to the next red 
or amber element.

For a great in-depth guide visit: https://yoast.com/wordpress-seo/



Google Analytics



Adding Google Analytics
Adding the Google Analytics plugin is a must and the first plugin you should install (as well as submitting your xml 
sitemap using Yoast SEO).

This is because you want Google to start indexing and tracking site traffic whilst you build and test and not weeks or 
months later,

1.  Install Google Analytics plugin and activate
2.  Log on to your Google analytics account (sign up if you don’t have one) https://analytics.google.com
3.  Click on Admin and in the middle column you’ll see Property - click on the drop down and select Create a new property
4.  Complete the details and click Get Tracking ID



Adding Google Analytics
Now you’ll see a tracking ID similar to UA-34489911-8 which you need to copy.

Go back to your admin area of your website and click on Settings, Google Analytics

Paste your code into the 

1.  Install Google Analytics plugin and activate
2.  Log on to your Google analytics account (sign up if you don’t have 
one) https://analytics.google.com
3.  Click on Admin and in the middle column you’ll see Property - click on 
the drop down and select Create a new property
4.  Complete the details and click Get Tracking ID

Your site will now start to track your website and present your analytics on your dashboard - make sure you note things like bounce rate 
(rate at which visitors arrive and immediately leave) and continue to tweak your changes to ensure a good user experience.  You can still 
see fuller stats on your Analytics account



Additional Google 
Tools



Additional Google Tools
Google will provide statistics on current trends, keyword search volume etc. – sign up to each one as they are all 
important to you as explained below:

Google’s free tools: 

Analytics: see previous topic

AdWords: You now need an AdWords account to use the keyword planner tool

Trends: Ensure your chosen industry is on the upward trend or flatlined high

Keywords explained:

Keywords are not single words – they are phrases:

Tips:
• Use Google Keywords Planner

• Sort by Monthly,  High to see the highest performing keywords and base your strategy on the 10 best

• Create a new search and put nothing in the options except a competitor website – it will indicate the keywords 
people search for to click through to their site



WordPress and 
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Payment Processors
Once your customer decides to make a purchase through your online store you need an intermediary who is 
responsible for processing the transaction. 

This is where the payment processor or merchant account comes into play.

Payment processors are responsible for four things:
• Managing the relationship and risk between your business and the credit card companies.
• Managing your customers personal and financial data.
• Processing the transaction by debiting the customer and crediting your account.
• Transferring the funds to your bank account.

Traditional payment processors are typically more thorough when it comes to setting up accounts. If you 
apply for a merchant account, you should expect a lengthy application process that can include questions 
about your business and the products or services you sell.

TIP:  Use Stripe over PayPal for a better customer checkout experience



Woocommerce
There are now many options for adding shopping carts to your WordPress 
sites very quickly and easily and our particular favourite is a plugin called 
Woocommerce.

Not only is it the most popular by far, with high rated reviews, it has 
galvanised developers to create additional plugins which work with 
Woocommerce making it the most flexible shopping cart plugin available.

Woocommerce also has additional payment gateway options - those being PayPal and Stripe 
which lets you get started within minutes.

As soon as you download and activate the Woocommerce plugin you are taken through a wizard which lets you 
add everything from basic details right through to your first product. The wizard even assumes VAT (all digital 
products and services are subject to VAT - check with the HMRC the rate you need to charge if at all).

A great detailed description of each wizard step can be found here 
https://docs.woocommerce.com/document/woocommerce-onboarding-wizard/

All details input into the wizard can be changed through the settings so don’t worry if you miss a step of don’t have 
the information to hand.

Even if you’re simply selling a service, you should familiarise yourself with the fact Woocommerce calls everything 
a product.
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Membership SItes
For recurring income you should think about a membership site model - even if it is for a 
small monthly support fee.

You will need a membership plugin to take a recurring payment but you can easily scale this to offer multiple monthly 
products or services.

We recommend Paid Memberships Pro (which is a free plugin) which will easily enables you to take recurring 
payments directly into Stripe or Paypal (and many other payment gateways).

You will need to get an API key from your Stripe or Paypal account and add this in but with Paid Membership Pro you 
can add  many excellent additional features such as Coupon codes for limited periods (or simply full periods) which is 
great for introducing an affiliate scheme etc.

For more information visit http://www.paidmembershipspro.com/
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Turning your skills into a business
Once you have mastered our course content you will have a great skill set to take to 
market.

Many companies are still being overcharged for websites with little results in Google so 
you should think about offering your services.

You can easily charge from £500 above for a 4 page website and from £50 upwards per 
month for SEO and Social Media Management.

As a guide here is an example 6 week plan to get you started.



Turning Your Skills into a Business

Week 1 Offer to build free sites in 
exchange for testimonials 
and to use as examples

Select 5 friends or local 
business - try and select 
different types of 
businesses

Week 2 Deliver and tweak Then put your testimonials 
and examples on your own 
site 

Week 3 Go to market and secure 
new business - aim for 5 
paid for sites

Start with an offer

Week 4 As per week 3

Week 5 Build and Bill Make sure you receive 
payment - offer 2 updates / 
changes per site.

Week 6 Build and Bill As per week 5



Bonus: Step Guide



Step Guide
Steps to go through when setting up an online business or new website: (note you should already have hosting)

1. Buy a domain name
2. Login on to where you bought the domain and change nameservers to match those of your hosting –

click Update
3. Log on to hosting and select / create Add-on domain
4. Create an add-on domain that matches the domain name you want to build the site for
5. Install wordpress into that add-on domain – if you see a Directory field please ensure that is blank
6. Log into WordPress
7. Add your theme
8. Add your plugins
9. Link to Google Analytics
10. Link to Stripe (if applicable)
11. Create pages
12. Create Menu’s
13. Create Posts – some post dated
14. In Hosting, create your email address and add to your mobile / laptop etc
15. Test
16. Go-Live
17. Continue to add more content or functionality
18. Create your social media pages and content
19. Look for backlink partners
20. Have a daily task list – how do I add 5 more customers each day?
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